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course number: math 408 odes (ordinary differential equations) units:4 class:5 hours lecture
(hw) pre-requisite:math 302 or 100 or appropriate placement through multiple-measures

assessment description:second quarter of a three-quarter sequence covering higher-order linear
differential equations and several higher-order ode techniques. 1408.00 and 1408.01 aa/as area

2b; csu area c4 course number: hci211 hecke constructions ii course for computer science
units:1 class:3 hours lecture (p/np) pre-requisite: advd in computer science and placement
through multiple-measures assessment required preparation: introduction to algorithms,

introduction to computation (recommended but not required). also, access to ms word with a
recent version of office, knowledge of basic algebra and a willingness to learn; and some

familiarity with the material covered by these courses. course number: hci212 hecke
constructions ii course for computer science units:1 class:3 hours lecture (p/np) pre-requisite:

advd in computer science and placement through multiple-measures assessment required
preparation: introduction to algorithms, introduction to computation (recommended but not

required). also, access to ms word with a recent version of office, knowledge of basic algebra and
a willingness to learn; and some familiarity with the material covered by these courses.
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course number: math 431 dissertation units:3 class:20 hours workshop (student may register for
the workshop during the semester) pre-requisite:math 161, 162, 165, 167; approved research or
thesis plan; senior standing (3.00 gpa or better); must be co-advised by an appropriate faculty
member (e.g., mentor, adviser, committee chair, or appropriate tas) and an appropriate faculty

member (e., mentor, adviser, committee chair, or appropriate tas). offered: aws. (3-hour
workshop required; see the dissertation requirements for a breakdown of hours to be taken.)
description: dissertation research and writing. students must earn at least nine hours (at least

one hour from outside the major) toward the dissertation from one or more of the following
areas: matrices/linear algebra, combinatorics, graph theory, digital or image analysis, stochastic

processes, numerical analysis, probability, and statistics. 1710.00 course number: math 445
elementary differential equations (5) units:4 class:5 hours lecture (gr) pre-requisite:math 361 or
appropriate placement through multiple-measures assessment; in high school: precalculus or act
or other test in precalculus. desirable preparation: calculus i or equivalent. not open for credit to

students who have completed or are currently enrolled in math 210abcd. description:basic
concepts of continuous and discrete linear ordinary differential equations, polynomial and

exponential solutions, basic numerical techniques including familiarization with
$\delta$-algorithm, runge-kutta, newton-raphson, taylor series, and runge-kutta-chebyshev

methods. 1501.00 aa/as area 5a 5ec8ef588b
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